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Appendix E

Misprints and Errors

1. Page xix, line 8. For “variation” read “variational”.


3. Page 32, Question 3. For “it it” read “if it”.

4. Page 100, line 8. For “Cθ,1)” read “C(θ,1)”. 

5. Page 125, line 9. For “Cθ,1)” read “C(θ,1)”. 

6. Page 128, line 4. For “(x−θ)/(s/√n) ∼ n−1” read “(x−θ)/(s/√n) ∼ t_{n−1}”. 

7. Page 128, footnote. For “DKL(1|2)” read “D_{KL}(1|2)”. 

8. Page 189, line 3. For “1210” read “1.210”. 


10. Page 453. Insert among references
11. Page 461. Include in index
   Stein estimator, 264
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